
the last setup with a daily acquired conditional blank scan
using rotating rod sources. The difference between the two
scans is characterized by the value of the so-called average
variance. This parameter is a sensitive indicator of all types
of detector problems. When its value is elevated, sinograms
of the actual blank scan should be checked carefully.

Detector problems should be considered from two view
points. Calling the manufacturer's service contact is recom
mended strongly even in cases of minor defects. However,
these defects are not necessarily of clinical relevance.
Moreover, several practical problems arise in postponing
patient scans. Consequently, it is desirable to estimate
accurately the effect of a specific problem on the clinical
readability of PET images.

A method is described here that simulates the actual
detector defect in previously acquired scans of the type
considered for the next patient, e.g., brain scans. Visual
comparison of the artificially distorted and original images
enables the physician to decide whether the intended study
can be performed without significant loss of readability.
Moreover, the clinical usefulness of two different methods
of sinogram repair was tested.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Notation
The object to be reconstructed is denoted by f(x,y). A second

pair of Cartesian coordinates (s,t) is used to specify the projection
geometry, in which (s,t) is rotated by the angle 0 from (x,y). The
pair of parameters (s,O) defines a line of integration (line of
response) parallel to the t-axis and located at a (signed) distance s
from the origin. Projection data are denoted by the usual sinogram
representation p(s,O). For quantification of changes in the differ
ence between two sinograms or between two images, the usual root
mean square measure denoted by d is used, i.e.:

and

Defective detector blocks in PET may cause serious image
artifacts.Toestimatetheinfluenceofmalfunctioningdetectorson
image quality, a method is described for transferringthe actual
detectordefect onto previouslyacquiredscans. Methods: Con
sequencesof detectordefectsof varyingtypesandextensions
were simulated in phantom studies as well as in clinical 18F-
fluorodeoxyglucose investigations. First, a condition frame was
obtainedby dividingthe sinogramof a blank measurement,
obtainedwithrodsourcesonthedefectivePETcamera,bythe
sinogramof a referenceblankacquiredbeforethe appearanceof
the defect.Second,the sinogramof a previouslyacquiredtypical
patientstudywasmultipliedbytheconditionframeandrecon
structed.Thereafter,imagesfrom corruptedsinogramswere
comparedvisuallywith their originals.For repairingdefective
sinograms,linearinterpolationandtheconstrainedFourierspace
methodweretested.Results:Theeffectsofdetectordefectscan
besimulatedaccuratelyinpatientstudies.Thecorrectionmeth
ods applied are especially helpful in cases of (a) several
neighboring defective detectors and small study objects, (b)
smallhotartifactsand(c)severalnonadjacentdefectivedetec
tors. Linear interpolation is faster than the constrained Fourier
space method; it is more widely applicableand providessimilar
results.Conclusion: The proposedapproachallowsspecific
evaluationof clinicalconsequencesof detectordefects.This
techniquesimplifiesthe decisionas to whethera plannedpatient
studycanbeperformedormustbepostponed.Evenincasesof
serious detector problems,sinogram repair may help eliminate
imageartifactsandminimizethelossof imagequality.
KeyWords:PE1@detectordefect;sinogram;linearinterpolation;
constrainedFourierspacemethod
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n occasional problem in PET is a defect in one or more
detector blocks of the scanner. Therefore, quality assurance
is performed daily to document constancy of the scanner.
However, quality assurance procedures usually do not
support evaluation of the clinical relevance of recognized
detector defects.

In the most widely used PET scanners made by CTI/
Siemens, Inc. (Knoxville, TN), constancy checks are per
formed by comparing a reference blank scan obtained during
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Forcorrespondenceor repnntscontact:RalphBuchert,PhD,Departmentof

Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital Eppendort, Martinistr. 52, D-20246
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d(p,p0) =@ [p(s,O) â€”p@(s,O)]2,

d(f,f0) =@ [f(x,y) â€”f0(x,y)]2.

Eq. 1

Eq.2

DataAcquisition
Data were acquired on an ECAT EXACT 47 (921) scanner

(CTllSiemens) in standard two-dimensional mode (1). Blank scans
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were acquired using rotating @Ge-rodsources. Patient studies were
performed using â€˜8F-fluorodeoxyglucoseaccording to generally
accepted standard protocols for heart, brain and whole-body
investigations (2).

DefectSimulation in Blank Scans
To simulate detector defects, blank scans of rotating rod sources

were used. Sinograms of the blank acquisition during the last setup
of the scanner served as references. Blank scans with defective
detectors were obtained either by turning off individual detectors or
by simple mathematic modeling on the reference sinogram. In the
latter case, values of individual elements p(s,O) of the sinogram
corresponding to the geometric position of the defective detectors
were modified. Total loss of sensitivity was expressed by setting
element values of the reference sinogram to zero; twofold
increased detector sensitivity was established by multiplying
element values by two. The following detector defects were
simulated: (a) zero sensitivity of one to four detector blocks (one
bucket), (b) six equidistant detector regions each of 5Â°width with
zero sensitivity and (c) twofold-increased sensitivity of half the
crystals within one block and zero sensitivity of the remaining
crystals in the block. One block affects 4% of the lines of response
in the corresponding planes. The case of six equidistant detector
regions with zero sensitivity mimics the detector gaps connected
with the special geometric situation of six large crystals in a
hexagonal configuration (i.e., PENN-PET [3]; UGM Medical
Systems, Philadelphia, PA; QUEST family; GE Medical Systems,
Waukesha, WI; or CPET; ADAC Laboratories, Milpitas, CA). The
number of lines of response lost because of these gaps is the same
as in the case of four defective blocks. The only sensitivity
increases actually seen in real conditions are those of individual
crystals within a block, when hits from other areas of the block are

assigned incorrectly. Therefore, simulation of increased sensitivity
was restricted to halfthe crystals of a block, with zero sensitivity of
the remaining crystals of the block.

Before additional handling, both reference and defective sino
grams were smoothed by a 9 X 9 X 9 smoothing using the
kernel (4):

K@(i)=

K@(i,j,k)= K@(i)X I(9(j) x K@(k). Eq.3

(0.0170.1020.3620.77610.7760.3620.1020.017). Eq.4

In addition,sinogramswerenormalizedfor sourceactivityand
acquisition time.

DefectCopy

A condition frame c was obtained by dividing the defective
blank sinograms b element by element by the reference blank
sinograms b0:

c(s,0) = b(s,0)/b0(s,0). Eq.5

In this conditionframe,elements not affectedby the defect have
a value close to 1, elements corresponding to cold detectors have a
value of 0 and elements corresponding to lines of response with a
twofold sensitivity have a value of 2 (Fig. 1, top row). Imaging
features of the defective scanner were transferred to clinical studies
by multiplying the sinograms Po of reference patient studies
acquired earlier by the condition frame, i.e., corrupted sinograms p
were simulated by:

(Fig. 1, bottom row).

p(s,O) = c(s,0) X Po(@'0) Eq. 6

condition frame

FIGURE1. Defectcopy:Conditionframe
parametenzing status of scanner is ob
tamed by dividingraw data of scan with
defect(dailyblank)by raw data of scanof
same sourceacquiredbeforeappearance
of defect (setupblank).Defectis transferred
totypicalpatientscan(reference)bymulti
plicationwithconditionframe.Brightdiago
nal band with zero counts accompaniedby
smaller dark diagonal band of increased
counts in sinogram of daily blank points to
defectivephotomultiplier.
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gram, a vertical conic section represents the area to which counts
originating outside the field of view contribute. Counts originating
within the field of view are displayed within the remaining part of
the matrix (Fig. 2). Hence, if elements in the vertical conic section
are set to zero and an inverse Fourier transformation of the
remaining Fourier coefficients is performed, an estimate of the
affected parts of the corrupted sinogram can be obtained without
distortion due to counts originating from the defective blocks.
Because the separation of counts originating from the patient or
from the defective detector is not complete in Fourier space,
estimates are improved by iterating forward and inverse transforma
tion several times. In phantom studies, 500 iterations were applied,
whereas in patient studies iteration was stopped after the optimal
number of iterations,i.e., when the root mean squaredistanced of the
repaired smogram from the reference sinogram reached a minimum.

To decrease computation time, sinograms were cut vertically to
the object radius. Repair was restricted to those lines of response in
the defect mask that crossed the study object. In our simulations,
this was achieved from the knowledge of the uncorrupted sino
grams. In real applications, the contour of the study object can be
estimated from the uncorrupted parts of the sinograms.

Eq. 8 Phantom Studies
To test the implementation of the constrained Fourier space

Eq. 9 method, a software phantom similar to the one described by
Fujieda et al. (7) was considered. The phantom was a homogeneous
disk of 20-cm radius at the center of the field of view, with one hot
and two cold circular lesions of 5-cm radius (radius of transaxial
field of view 28 cm) (Fig. 3). The cold lesions represented zero
uptake, and the contrast of the hot lesion to the disk was 2.0.

Clinical Evaluation
For distortion of a reference patient study acquired by a properly

operating scanner, a worst-case position of the defective detector
blocks was established. In whole-body oncology studies, the blocks
closest to a peripheral lymph node metastasis with a relatively low
intensity were corrupted. After reconstruction, corrupted and
reference images were compared visually.

For testing of sinogram repair, sinograms were corrupted using
the condition frame as described above. Both sinogram repair

Eq.7

The values of the respective elements in the sinograms of the
patient study were then estimated mathematically by the correction
method applied. All other elements were assumed to be correct and,
thus, remained unchanged. Two different methods of sinogram
repair were investigated: linear interpolation and the constrained
Fourier space method.

Sinogram Repair by Linear Interpolation
Elements marked as erroneous in the defect mask were calcu

lated by one-dimensional linear interpolation within columns (view
angle, (3direction) from the values of the adjacent noncorrupted
elements. Before linear interpolation, statistical variation at these
elements was reduced by 3 X 3 smoothing using the kernel:

K3(i,j) = K3(i) X K3(j),

K3(i) = (0.5 1 0.5).

Elements not marked as erroneous in the defect mask were used
during smoothing only. After interpolation a second 3 X 3 smooth
ing using the same kernel K3was applied at the repaired elements.
The periodicity of the sinograms (Moebius band structure, 0
view angle < â€˜iT)was considered at the upper and lower edge.

SinogramRepairbyConstrainedFourierSpaceMethod
Two-dimensional Fourier transformation of a sinogram provides

a matrix in which counts from sources within and outside the
transaxial field of view of the scanner can be differentiated (5). In
this context, a detector with total loss of sensitivity is a source lying
outside the field of view and producing negative counts.

The constrained Fourier space method described by Karp et al.
(6) is based on this property of the two-dimensional Fourier
transformation of sinograms. On the Fourier-transformed sino

SinogramRepair
To determine which elements ofthe sinograms of a patient study

were to be repaired, a defect mask m was generated by determining
thresholds for the condition frame. An element was marked as
erroneous if its value in the condition frame was <0.9 or > 1.1, i.e.:

1, if@c(s,0)â€”ii >0.1
m(s,0) =

0, otherwise.

field of view defectiveblock
,â€˜ @/â€”

â€œdefect ,â€˜
â€˜ I

I
% I

I defect â€˜
I

2D Fourier transformation

FIGURE2. Effectof detectordefecton
filteredbackprojectionand two-dimensional
(2D) Fouriertransformation.Fouriertrans
form of consistent sinogram has non
negligibleamplitudeonlyinsideverticalconic
section defined by object radius. Non
negligibleentriesoutsideverticalconic sec
tionareprimarilydueto detectordefect.If
coefficientsare set to zero, inverse Fourier
transformof remainingcoefficientsisconsis
tent estimateof noncorruptedprojection
data.
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FIGURE3. Phantomstudysimulating
caseofsixequidistantdetectorgaps.Sino
grams in top row from left to right: original,
corrupted, repaired by linear interpolation
and repairedby constrained Fourier space
method. Bottom row: correspondingrecon
structedimages.

methods were applied to the corrupted study. After reconstruction,
reference, corrupted and repaired images were compared visually.
To quantify the effect of the repair, the root mean square distance of
the repaired sinogram Pr from the reference Porelative to the root
mean square distance of the corrupted sinogram Pc from the
reference was computed by:

repair[%} = 100 x [1 â€”d(pr,PÃ¸)/d(pc,p0)]. Eq. 10

Accordingly, the effect of the repair in reconstructed images
was quantified. In all cases, normalization, geometric arc correction
and attenuation correction were applied before defect simulation
and sinogram repair. Reconstruction was performed by filtered
backprojection.

RESULTS

The results of phantom and patient studies are presented

in Figures 3â€”6.Each figure shows the original sinogram
(reference), the corrupted sinogram, the sinogram repaired
by linear interpolation and the sinogram repaired by the

constrained Fourier space method in top rows from left to
right. Corresponding images obtained after reconstruction
are depicted in bottom rows.

Defect Copy
Results from the investigations using the software phan

tom simulation of six equidistant defects or gaps existing in
all scanners with hexagonal detector arrangement are shown
in Figure 3. Six clearly identifiable, symmetrically arranged
defects can be observed both in the sinogram and in the

reconstructed image. Four neighboring defective blocks, i.e.,
the loss of an entire detector bucket, would be represented

by a broad band on the corresponding sinogram (not shown).
The reconstructed image would exhibit severe artifacts.

Consequences from a defective detector bucket in patient
studies are presented using myocardial viability studies in a
neonate (Fig. 4) and in an adult (Fig. 7), an adult brain study
(Fig. 5) and a whole-body tumor acquisition represented by
a transverse section in the upper thoracic region (Fig. 6).

reference defective bucket linear repair Fourier repair

FIGURE4. Simulationofdefectivedetec
tor bucket in myocardial viability study of
8-wk-old female neonate (weight 4300 g).
Sinogramsin top row (left to right):original,
corrupted, repaired by linear interpolation
and repairedby constrained Fourier space
method.Bottomrow:correspondingrecon
structedimages.Arrowsdepicteffectsof
defective detector bucket in reconstructed
image.
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FIGURE5. Simulationofdefectivedetec
tor bucket in adult brain study. Sinograms in
top row (left to right): original, corrupted,
repairedbylinearinterpolationandrepaired
byconstrainedFourierspacemethod.Bot
tom row: corresponding reconstructed im
ages. Notethat side-relateddifferencesoc
curringinbasalganglia(arrows)incorrupted
image are almost completely restored by
sinogramrepair.

defective t)tlCkCt

Defective sinograms were obtained by manipulating ele
ment values in the reference sinogram. In all patient studies,
the defective bucket led to significant artifacts (arrows),
making the image unreadable (Table 1). Total loss of
sensitivity of one or even two blocks did not cause signifi
cant artifacts.

HotVersusColdArtifacts
The complete loss of sensitivity was compared with a

twofold increase in sensitivity of half the crystals of the
same detector block and zero sensitivity of the remaining
crystals of the block. The comparison was performed by
corresponding distortion of the sinogram of the reference
oncology study (Fig. 6). The original sinogram (reference),
the sinogram representing total loss of sensitivity in one
detector block and the sinogram with a twofold sensitivity of
half the block are shown in the top row of Figure 8.
Corresponding reconstructed images are presented in the

bottom row. The twofold increased sensitivity caused more
severe artifacts than did the loss of sensitivity.

SinogramRepair
Quantitative results of the sinogram repair are given in

Figure 7 for both linear interpolation and the constrained
Fourier space method.

In the simulations using the software phantom, the effects
from the detector gaps were almost completely eliminated
by both sinogram repair methods. In the reconstructed
images, only minimal local deviations of intensity can be

observed (Fig. 3). In the case of a defective bucket, both

sinogram repair methods led to clear improvements, but
defect elimination was less complete than in the hexagonal
model.

In patient studies, sinogram repair applied to the baby
heart study (Fig. 4) and the adult brain study (Fig. 5) resulted
in images close to the reference. On the other hand,

defective bucket linear repair Fourier repairreference

FIGURE6. Simulationofdefectivedetec
tor bucketin whole-bodytumorstudy repre
sentedbytransversesliceinupperthoracic
region.Sinogramsintoprow(lefttoright):
original, corrupted, repairedby linear inter
polation and repaired by constrained Fou
rierspacemethod.Bottomrow:correspond
ing reconstructed images. Note effect on
detectability of small, low-contrast lesion
closetodefectivebucket(arrow).
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StudyDefectPhysician's

choiceWithout

repair WithrepairPhantomPENN-PET

gapsRejectAcceptPhantomBucketReject
AcceptBaby

heartBucketRejectAcceptAdult
heartBucketRejectRejectBrainBucketReject

AcceptTumorBucketReject
RejectPENN-PETfrom

UGM Medical Systems, Philadelphia, PA.
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I FFFâ€˜:â€˜
Phantom, Phantom, Brain Baby heart Adult heart Tumor

gaps cold bucket

TABLE 1
Effect of Sinogram Repair on Choice to Accept

orRejectResultingImageinDetectorDefectsSimulated
inPhantomandPatientStudies

number of counts were located beyond the object boundary.
Without cutting, 95 iterations were required to obtain
optimal results, whereas with cutting, optimal results were
obtained after as few as 9 iterations.

DISCUSSION

Current quality assurance procedures in PET are sensitive
indicators of changes in imaging features. A typical example
is thedailydeterminationof theso-calledaveragevariance
in CTI/Siemens PET scanners. This parameter quantifies the
result of the comparison of a reference blank scan acquired
during the last setup of the scanner with the daily acquired
blank scan. The difference is expressed by the square sum of
the differences of the relative crystal efficiencies weighted
by the inverse variances of the differences. The sum divided
by the total number of crystals is the average variance. If, for
an average fan sum of about 20,000 counts, the average
variance exceeds 2.5, recalibration of the scanner is recom
mended. If the average variance exceeds 5.0, calling the
manufacturer's service contact is recommended (8,9).

Summarizing the result of the constancy check as one
single parameter is supported by the fact that any change of
the performance of the scanner results in an increase of the
average variance. However, the estimation of the clinical
relevance of the particular problem is not supported. Further
more, the recommended threshold for intervention is rather
low for daily practice. Even the defect of one single
photomultiplier yields an average variance of only 40 and,
therefore, implies cancelation of any further investigations.
Under real clinical circumstances, however, unnecessary
postponing of patient investigations should be avoided.
Delays in the clinical decision process not only result in
frustration for the referring physician but also imply addi
tional costs. Strict application of a simple troubleshooting

correction was not sufficient in the case of the adult heart and
in the oncology study (Fig. 6). These results are summarized
in Table 1.

Quantitative comparison of the results of both repair
methods shows that in all patient studies linear interpolation
performed slightly better than did the constrained Fourier
space method (Fig. 7). The optimal number of iterations of
the constrained Fourier space method ranged from 10 to 30.
In the computer phantom simulations, the Fourier approach
yielded slightly better results than did linear interpolation
after 500 iterations.

Cutting Sinograms Before Constrained Fourier Repair
The effect of cutting sinograms to the object radius and

restricting the repair to those lines of response in the defect
mask that cross the study object on the results of the
constrained Fourier space repair was examined for the brain
study presented in Figure 5. Without restricting the repair to
the lines of response through the study object, a significant

1(1(1

80

60

40

20

I-

FIGURE7. Quantitativeevaluationof
sinogramrepairby linear interpolation(dark
bars)andFourierspacemethod(lightbars)
in sinograms (A) and in reconstructedim
ages(B).
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reference zero sensitivity twofold sensitivity

FIGURE8. Zerosensitivityofsingleblock
versustwofoldsensitMtyof halfof crystals
ofblock(zerosensitivityofremainingcrys
tals) in same study as shown in Figure 6.
Sinogramsintoprow(leftto right):original,
total lossof one blockand doubledsensitiv
ity of one block. Bottomrow:corresponding
reconstructedimages.Noteeffectondetect
ability of small, low-contrastlesion close to
defectiveblock(arrow).

guide that relies on a rather coarse classification according to
type (cold or hot) and extent (block or bucket) of the defect
(10) is too restrictive in many cases.Therefore, there is a real
need for a practical procedure for the correct estimation of
the clinical significance of detector problems.

The purpose of the defect copy approach described in this
study is the evaluation of the clinical consequences of a
detector problem to provide more flexibility in troubleshoot
ing of detector problems. The technique is independent of
the specific equipment. The same procedures can be used in
principle in any PET scanner. It can also be adapted to
SPECT facilities or to CT.

The defect copy method is based on the condition frame.
The condition frame can be obtained by dividing any actual
scan by a scan acquired with the same source before the
appearance of the defect. In daily routine, the blank scan of
the daily detector check and the blank scan acquired during
the last setup of the scanner are used. Blank scans are
acquired using rotating rod or pin sources. Because the orbit
of these sources is crossed by all lines of response, the
condition frame characterizes the whole field of view of the
scanner. In addition, blank scans of the daily detector check
and the setup are regularly acquired overnight and, thus,
contain a large number of counts, typically about 1000 per
sinogram element. This ensures a low level of statistical
noise in the condition frame. The actual detector problem
can be transferred to a typical patient study by multiplying
the sinograms of the patient study acquired before appear
ance of the defect on an element-by-element basis by the
condition frame.

After reconstruction of the corrupted sinograms, images
provide a prediction/simulation of image artifacts to be
expected in subsequent investigations of the same type. A
simple visual comparison of the artificially distorted and the

original images enables the physician to decide whether an
image acquisition for this given type of study still serves
with acceptable results. Thus, a defect copy helps to decide
whether detector repair can be postponed until routine
patient investigations are completed.

In this study, a defective detector block or bucket was
evaluated in one example each for different types of studies.
Certainly, this does not allow general conclusions about the
utility of a defective system, although the examples were
chosen to represent worst cases. However, the aim of this
article is to point out that it might be possible to use a PET
system even when the relatively conservative quality control
measure indicates a problem and to propose the defect copy
method to check if the system works sufficiently for a
specific type of study. The aim definitely is not to recom
mend lowering quality performance standards in PET by
making general conclusions about the utility of a system
with defective blocks. Nevertheless, based on our observa
tions, the following rules can be stated.

First, an artificially increased sensitivity of detector
regions can cause more pronounced artifacts than does a
lack of sensitivity of detector blocks. Second, cold detector
blocks cause fewer artifacts than expected on the basis of the
extent of typical cold diagonal bands in the sinograms. This
can be explained by the fact that defective detector regions
mathematically act as a sink (or source) of counts far outside
the field of view of the scanner (Fig. 2). Therefore, in
reconstructed images, artifacts due to defective detectors
decrease with increasing ratio of detector-ring radius to
field-of-view radius. The diagonal bands in the sinograms
are, in fact, parts of a sinoidal pattern. This is because point
sources show up as sine curves in the vertical direction in the
sinogram. The amplitude of the sinodial pattern is defined by
the radius of the detector ring. Because the sinograms shown
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(e.g., Fig. 3) are restricted in the horizontal direction to the
transaxial field of view, which has a much smaller radius,
only parts of the sinodial pattern can be seen. These parts
look very much like straight lines. Third, effects decrease
with an increasing distance of the region of interest from the
defective detector region. This was shown by effects on
different metastases in Figures 6 and 7. A practical conse
quence of this is that, in the case of defective detectors,
nonstandard positioning of the patient, e.g., prone instead of
supine, may be helpful. Fourth, a total loss of one or even
two blocks of the ECAT EXACT scanner does not cause
significant artifacts in reconstructed slices. Therefore, even
an average variance of about 100, far exceeding the limit
specified by CTI/Siemens, does not necessarily imply that
all patient studies for that day must be canceled. Finally,
effects of malfunctioning detectors in reconstructed images
are expected to depend on the reconstruction algorithm used.

If the defectcopy methodis appliedto a studywith
measured attenuation correction, the question arises as to
how attenuation correction factors are affected by the defect.
Attenuation correction implies the quotient of a transmission
scan and a blank scan, so that the effects of a defective
detector will cancel out. Obviously, this is not true at lines of
response with a total loss of sensitivity. However, attenua
tion correction factors of these zero bins do not matter,
because during reconstruction they are multiplied by zeros
from the emission scan. Thus, if measured attenuation
correction is applied, the original correct attenuation factors
can still be used during a defect copy. The effects of count
statistics are not considered by this method. Reduced counts
in the transmission scan and similarly reduced counts in the
blank scan due to a low-sensitivity detector lead to increased
noise along the corresponding lines of response.

Theoretically, the most straightforward and, in principle,
most accurate method of sinogram repair is to divide
sinograms by the condition frame. However, this requires
that there be no crystals with zero efficiency (division by
zero at the corresponding elements) and that there be no drift
of the condition frame in time. Therefore, this method is
applicable in special cases only.

In this study, two different approaches of sinogram repair
were investigated, i.e., simple linear interpolation and the
constrained Fourier space method. Other approaches to
sinogram repair and the use of iterative reconstruction
algorithms that do not require complete data and, therefore,
can be restricted to sinogram data outside the defect mask
are discussed elsewhere (11â€”13).

Both approaches of sinogram repair started with the
generation of the defect mask defining which elements of the
sinograms were to be repaired. The values of the sinogram
elements within the defect mask were then estimated
mathematically by the correction method applied. All other
elements were assumed to be correct and, thus, remained
unchanged. The defect mask was obtained from the condi
tion frame using a limit of variation of Â±10%. In general, the
limit for a sinogram element to be erroneous should be

adapted to the level of statistical noise in the sinograms used
to compute the condition frame. If the limit is too tight, data
that are within normal variation could be called erroneous.
In this study, 9 x 9 x 9 smoothed blank scans with about
1000 counts per sinogram element were used to compute the
condition frame. This led to noise in the condition frame of
significantly below 5%; thus, the Â±10%criterion chosen is
appropriate.

Linear interpolation repair is achieved by filling up
defective bins by values calculated by linear interpolation of
the adjacent correct bins along columns of sinograms (view
angle, 0 direction), i.e., in a vertical direction. This approach
is motivated by the fact that for rotary symmetric objects at
the center of the transaxial field of view, all projection views
are identical and most detector defects show up as diagonal
(close to horizontal) bands in the sinograms. To reduce
noise-induced artifacts, sinograms were smoothed before
and after interpolation.

The constrained Fourier space method is based on the
inherent property of the two-dimensional Fourier transforma
tion of sinograms to almost completely separate counts
originating from inside the field of view (the patient) and
counts from outside the field of view (the defective detector)
in different parts of the Fourier coefficient matrix. Thus,
counts originating from defective detectors can be edited,
i.e., set to zero, and by an inverse Fourier transformation of
the remaining Fourier coefficients, the affected parts of the
sinogram can be estimated. Forward and inverse Fourier
transformation must be iterated several times, because, in
principle, counts originating from the patient or from the
defective detector cannot be separated completely.

In phantom studies, both methods of sinogram repair
performed equally well. However, sinogram repair did much
better in the PENN-PET situation with six equidistant
detector gaps (Fig. 3) than in the case of four neighboring
defective detector blocks, although the number of affected
lines of response was identical in both cases.

In real patient studies, the quality of repair for detector
defects affecting up to 15% of a sinogram, i.e., one defective
detector bucket, depended significantly on the size of the
study object (Fig. 7). For small study objects, such as the
baby heart (Fig. 4) or the adult brain (Fig. 5), with the object
at the center of the transaxial field of view, results were
satisfactory. In contrast, in large study objects, such as an
adult heart (with background in the thorax) or the whole
body acquisition, results, in general, were not satisfactory
(Fig. 6). This agrees with the results of Fujieda et al. (7),
because error correction worked particularly well for the
phantom considered in their work. Linear interpolation with
smoothing performed slightly better than our implementa
tion of the constrained Fourier space method in the patient
studies presented here. As the simulations with the computer
phantom suggest, this was because the optimal number of
iterations was rather small in cases of inconsistent and noisy
projection data. Amplification of errors and generation of
artifacts prevented further convergence of the Fourier inter
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polation. However, generation of artifacts can be reduced by
some refinement of the method. The result of sinogram
repair in reconstructed images measured by the repair in
percent as defined in this article does not depend only on the
reconstruction algorithm but also on reconstruction zoom
and x- and y-offset. This explains the difference between the
repair in the reconstructed images of an adult heart and the
tumor study (Fig. 7). The heart study was reconstructed with
a zoom factor of 2.0 and an offset of about 4 cm toward the
defective bucket. The tumor study was reconstructed with a
zoom factor of 1.0 and with no offset.

Several observations concerning the constrained Fourier
space method can be made. First, cutting sinograms to the
object radius significantly improved results. In addition,
convergence of the constrained Fourier space method was
accelerated, and computation time for each iteration was
reduced. Computation time saved was dependent on the
object radius, the transaxial field of view of the scanner, the
number of projection bins per view and the Fourier trans
form algorithm. For example, in an adult brain scanned with
the ECAT EXACT, the number of projection elements per
view could be reduced from 160 to 60. By applying Fast
Fourier transformation, computation time per iteration was
then reduced to 30% (=60/160 X 1n2601ln2160). Second,
using the constrained Fourier space method, sinogram
elements affected by the defect should be set to zero before
starting the iteration, particularly in cases of hot artifacts.
This limits the number of bad counts to be eliminated. Third,
concerning the convergence of the constrained Fourier space
method, good repair results were obtained after as few as 3
iterations. Further iterations yielded minor improvements
only. When applied to real patient data, results began to
worsen after 10â€”30iterations. Therefore, in practice, the
number of iterations should be restricted to 3. Fourth, repair
results depended on the size of the sinogram region in which
the repair acted: the smaller the better. Therefore, in addition
to cutting sinograms to the object radius, the repair should be
restricted to the lines of response in the defect mask that
cross the patient. Last, because the constrained Fourier space
method makes use of a specific property of sinograms, data
must be consistent throughout but for inconsistencies caused
by the defect. Therefore, normalization,geometric arc
correction and attenuation correction are mandatory before
the repair. The most obvious property of sinograms that does
not hold for attenuated data is that the sum of the projection
elements is the same for all views. Other less evident

properties of sinograms are discussed in detail elsewhere
(14). Therefore, as expected, the constrained Fourier space
method was not applicable to strongly inconsistent data, i.e.,
in nonâ€”artenuation-corrected data of the adult thorax, the
iteration did not converge at all. Results became worse,
starting from the second iteration.

CONCLUSION

The described method of simulation of given detector
defects in sinograms of real patient studies is an easy-to
perform tool for the evaluation of clinical consequences of a
detector defect and is completely independent of the mdi
vidual technical setting. It accurately visualizes the effect of
a current defect with respect to the individual situation of
studytype,acquisitionmodeandreconstructionparameters.
This allows one to decide whether an individual patient
study can be performedor must be postponed.Even with
significant detector defects, sinogram repair may make
possible image acquisition with only limited loss of quality.
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